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Showreel link: https://vimeo.com/216399365 
 
Time: 00:05  
 
ACP Panamá Channel  
 
Description: 

This is the largest project i had to work as set supervisor. In this particular shoot                
i photographed a lot of textures and objects on site to make this animation of the                
trees growing. 

 
Process: 

Camera track 
Texture and painting. 
3D scene with the photographed elements and their original textures. 
animation of the tree grow and the small leaves. 
Added particles and some lens flare. 
Color and final composition. 

 
Time 00:10  
 
Rexona Maracana 
 
Description: 

Painted tattoo a of the Argentinian football uniform  on the subject's skin. 
 
Process: 

Tracking of the skin to use on a grid warp 
Erased tracking points 
Painted T-Shirt texture. 
Final composition. 

 
Time 00:15  
 
Fiat Bebe 
 
Description: 

The goal on this project was to get some adult expressions on a child´s face. so                
as source, we used another kids facial features.  

 

http://www.santiagocaffarena.com.ar/
https://vimeo.com/216399365


Process: 
Erased tracking point over baby´s face. 
Rotoscoped some face elements 
Composed those elements over child´s face. 

 
 
 
Time 00:23  
 
La larga noche de Francisco Sanctis 
 
Description: 

Pretty self explanatory, in this really long shots (shoot over 2 minutes each) the              
chroma screen was severe over exposed and spilled a lot of blue over the              
characters, making it really difficult to compose on a dark background. 

 
Process: 

Extracted an alpha with a chroma key. 
Some rotoscope  on difficult  edges. 
De-spilled the blue over the characters 
Color correction 
Added some grim over the windows. 
Final composition. 

 
Time 00:31  
 
Ford Ranger Storm 
 
Description: 

This is one of the projects i participated as set supervisor, the goal was to create                
a terrible thunder storm in the middle of the night.  

 
Process:  

Removed elements from the background. 
Camera track. 
Replaced Sky with clouds and storm. 
Color correct day in to night 
Added particle system to make rain 
Final Composition. 

 
Time 00:34  
 
Renault Duster 
 
Description: 

The idea was to create a big dangerous wave on a pretty peaceful beach. 



 
Process: 

Track camera 
Erased footsteps 
Rotoscoped characters 
Merged another wave from a couple of  footage waves. 

 
Time 00:36  
 
AXION Felicidad 
 
Description: 

The goal was to change the gas station surroundings and apply some make up 
over some imperfections. 

 
Process: 
 

Rotoscope buildings 
Track camera 
Some cleaning of ground elements 
Background replace 
Final composition. 

 
Time 00:45  
 
Corazón de León 
 
Description: 

In this series of shoots for “Corazón de León” my job was to make the character                
smaller and change some of his proportions (head size, torso and shoulders a             
little wider) and finally compose this character over the background adding some            
light effects and rotoscoping foreground characters. 
 

Process: 
Chroma Key. 
Despill. 
Head tracking. 
Mesh warping body and head proportions. 
Compositing, color correction and character integration with his shadows. 
rotoscope foreground objects.  

 
Time: 01:03  
 
Santa Fe 
 
Descrition: 



We needed to change the location of a building in order to make it “look” like                
another. On this project i also participated as a set supervisor.  
 

Process:  
Camera tracking,  
New grass texture on a plane to erase parking lot.  
Building on the background. 

 
Time 01:09  
 
Volkswagen Fish Dog 
 
Description: 

In this project the goal was to create a “FishDog” creature. My job was to erase                
the original dog parts (tail, ears, some of his back) and compose the CGI fish               
and the live action dog as one animal. A lot of rotoscope and fine tuning was                
necessary on the process, sometimes returning to the animation team to perfect            
match the Fish movements with the dog. 
 

Process:  
Erase the dog parts. 
Rotoscope fingers. 
compose CGI Fish over the original dog. 

 
Time 1:13  
 
Panama Channel  
 
Description: 

In this Shoot i made an small animation on 3D showing how the idea of the                
project gets “real” . 

 
Process:  

Modeling 
Animation 
Texturing 
Lighting 
Render 
Final compositing. 

 
Time 1:18  
 
Renault Inflatables. 
 
Description: 



For this project i composed all the CGI inflatables and animated all the strings              
that connect them to the cars. 
 

Process:  
Multipass composition of the CGi Inflatables over the background. 
Tracking of the cars roofs. 
Animation and composition of the inflatables strings.  

 
Time 1:21  
 
Coca-Cola Instructable. 
 
Description: 

I designed and animated this short to give the illusion it was made on stop               
motion. 
 

Process 
Picture selection. 
Camera and picture animation. 
Light and texture effects (To give the illusion of actual photos some shadow             
effects were added. 
Final render.  

 
  
 
 
 
 


